See the future of
surveillance and
security, today

Smart Surveillance

Improve protection for your property and staff while helping to minimize
false-positive alarms, improve reliability and save money
Infrastructure, construction and general work sites are routinely subjected to intrusion, theft and trespassing. Location,
project size and budgetary constraints may also mean some sites can’t be practically or cost-effectively secured by
on-site personnel. This leaves valuable assets vulnerable to theft or vandalism. What’s more, large and remote locations
can be difficult for site supervisors to effectively monitor for health and safety compliance—leading to greater risk of
injury, fines and loss of work.
Stay on top of your monitoring needs with our state-of-the-art live monitoring and reporting system that includes
end-to-end solutions for your security and compliance requirements. Reduce and deter risk in real time with remote
monitoring and live communication system. Simple to install and activate, smart surveillance features advanced analytics
and artificial intelligence to secure your people and assets.

Key Benefits

Property

Theft

Compliance

Costs

Protect your property
with smart surveillance
solution coupled with
AI-capable analytics

Deter theft, intrusion
and vandalism in near real
time with sensor-enabled
surveillance and a live
communications system
to inform trespassers that
authorities are en-route

Improve your workplace
health & safety compliance
with live, remote video
monitoring and reporting

Save on personnel,
operational downtime,
operational costs – including
equipment replacement
– and potentially reduce
insurance premiums

Smart Surveillance

Options

Fully modular, adaptable units

Easy to build and deploy

Unique communication platform

Completely autonomous units that come
with an independent communications
system onboard – no existing
infrastructure or new wiring required

A simplified solution that can usually be
deployed in a single day – a single unit
can often be installed and activated in
under 45 minutes

Patented compression technology
provides exceptional image quality
at exceptional speed over a secure
network connection

syncroDetect

syncroPlates

syncroReport

A system of wireless sensors that detect
motion & intrusion attempts in vulnerable
areas outside of camera view

A license plate reading system that
monitors vehicular traffic, helping to track
the timely arrival of workers, trucks and
material delivery

A dashboard of advanced analytics
to continually monitor and manage
all activity

Find out more about how Rogers Smart Surveillance
can help secure your sites and assets.
Contact your Rogers for Business representative
today to find out how:
rogers.com/business/contact-us
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